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ABSTRACT
Simulating Particle Packing During Powder Spreading For Selective Laser Melted Additive
Manufacturing Using The Discrete Element Method In Abaqus
Priscilla Ng

Metal additive manufacturing allows for the rapid production of complex parts that are
otherwise impractical using conventional subtractive manufacturing techniques. Applications for
additive manufacturing span across a broad array of industries including aerospace, automotive,
and medical, among many others. One metric of printing success is material properties, including
part density. While there has been extensive research completed for the density of printed parts,
there is little published work concerning powder packing density on the build plate associated with
powder spreading.
In this thesis, a Discrete Element Method (DEM) model was created in Abaqus to simulate
the spreading behavior of particles through a single sweep of a spreader blade . Spreading behavior
was investigated for three different build plate configurations: a flat build plate, a build plate with
a small protruding feature, and a build plate with the same protruding feature split into quarters.
For each configuration, the 2D packing behavior of the particles were analyzed during the powder
spreading process. Different packing patterns seen in the 2D packing behavior were further
analyzed to determine particle packing density, analogous to unit cell packing, and to predict 3D
packing behavior and packing density. Additionally, particle packing density was measured
following simulation using

2D image analysis to quantify powder spreading around, and

interaction with, previously fused structures on the build plate. We found that the local packing
fraction is measurably disrupted when particles interact with build plate features, providing insights
into part density and short loading during part fabrication.

Keywords: Additive Manufacturing, Powder Spreading, Powder Packing, Packing Density,
Circular Packing, Powder Interaction, Obstacle Interaction, Discrete Element Method, Abaqus
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
1.1.1 Overview
Additive manufacturing, commonly referred to as 3D printing, has been a growing method
of manufacturing used for rapid prototyping, research purposes, and industrial production within
the past few decades. Unlike subtractive manufacturing where the desired geometry is created by
removing, or subtracting, material from the stock through methods such as milling, lathing, drilling,
or cutting, additive manufacturing creates the desired part geometry by depositing material, layer
by layer, to a build plate or itself.
The process to begin printing the desired part geometry begins on the computer where the
part is typically designed and created in a solid modeling software. However, for the purposes of
additive manufacturing, the computer-aided design (CAD) needs to be converted into a
stereolithography file (STL). During the conversion, the CAD geometry is approximated using
discrete triangles. The size and number of triangles can be adjusted by the engineer to allow for
geometric accuracy. Once the STL file is complete, it is imported into another program which
controls printing process parameters and determines the printing to be completed on each layer.
These parameters vary depending on the specific type of additive manufacturing process. Lastly,
the file can either be loaded into the printer or converted into a printer-specific file type before
printing.
Since additive manufacturing is inherently different from traditional subtractive
manufacturing, there are many advantages to this type of manufacturing [1]. With the part geometry
being created layer by layer rather than with a physical cutting tool, the primary advantage to
choosing additive manufacturing is the ability to print features nearly impossible to create using
subtractive methods such as hollow shell shapes, internal features, and lattices among others.
Another advantage is the ability for rapid prototyping where different iterations of a design can be
printed on the same build plate. Likewise, additive manufacturing requires no additional tooling
1

and fixtures commonly utilized in subtractive manufacturing. Since the additive process is strictly
computational, operator hours are significantly reduced to setting up the print and removing the
part once the print is completed. Lastly, additive processes produce less waste compared to
alternative subtractive methods by only adding materials where necessary.
The advantages of additive manufacturing do not come without associated disadvantages.
One primary difference in additive manufacturing is the need for support material. These supports
are required for overhanging features. Support structures provide structural integrity during the
build for part features that may not have material directly below on the previous layer. The largest
disadvantage are failed prints. These failures are commonly associated with heat effects causing
part distortion, insufficient support material, and suboptimal machine print settings. With failed
prints, part material, time, and supplementary material is wasted. Lastly, printed parts must be
removed from the build plate and supports must be removed from the printed part. This can be done
as easily as prying the part off the build plate for plastic prints to using a bandsaw to remove metal
prints.
Additive manufacturing can be used for an array of materials such as plastic, ceramic,
resins, and metal. Different additive manufacturing methods utilize different materials [2]. Three
of the most common are material extrusion, vat photo polymerization, and powder bed fusion.
Material extrusion is most used with plastics such as ASB or PLA. In this method, the melted
material is deposited onto the build plate through a nozzle to build the part geometry. In vat photo
polymerization, the part is created by curing a liquid photopolymer using ultraviolet radiation.
During the reaction, the polymer changes its molecular links to become a solid part. Lastly, in
powder bed fusion, a laser or electron beam is used to fuse powdered material. One common type
of powder bed fusion is called selective laser melting where metal powders are spread on a build
plate and scanned with a laser to create a solidified part. This method, more specifically the
spreading of the metallic powder, is the topic of interest in this research paper.
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1.1.2 Selective Laser Melting
Selective laser melting (SLM) utilizes one or more lasers to melt and fuse metal powders.
At Cal Poly, the SLM125HL is used for all SLM additive processes. This machine has a build plate
area of 125 mm x 125 mm and a maximum build height of 125 mm.

Figure 1. SLM Machine at Cal Poly. Photo courtesy of Dr. Xuan
Wang, Cal Poly SLO

For this process, 316L stainless steel powder is first loaded into a hopper that is attached
to the top of the machine. Next, to ensure an inert environment during the print, the print chamber
is flooded with ultra-pure argon gas. Initially, the top of the build plate is calibrated to sit flush with
the bottom of the build chamber. Once the print is ready to begin, the build plate is lowered one
layer thicknesses below the bottom of the build chamber. Two layers worth of metal powder from
the hopper is gravity-fed through a chute into the recoater. The recoater travels from the back of
the chamber to the front to deposit one layer thickness of metal powder. The recoater utilizes a
rubber blade at the bottom to create an even distribution of metal powder using a plowing motion.
Once powder has been spread, the laser is focused and activated on the build plate to fuse and create
3

the geometry of the first layer. After the first layer is complete, the build plate lowers by one layer
thickness, and the recoater returns to its original position in the back of the build chamber while
depositing the remaining powder to be fused as the second layer of the build. In both passes of the
recoater, excess metal powder is pushed into overflow bins that can be filtered and reused. This
process repeats layer by layer until the part has been completed.
1.1.3 Dosing and Powder Spreading
The percentage of actual metal powder dispensed for recoating one layer relative to the
theoretical amount of power required to coat one layer is called the dosing percentage [3]. The
theoretical amount of powder required to fill one layer can be calculated as the volume of the layer,
the product of the build plate surface area and layer thickness height. Increasing the dosing
percentage past 100 accounts for uneven spreading due to powder size distribution, different
spreading behavior over melted and unmelted powders, and accounts for powders that get pushed
off the sides of the build plate. If the dosing percentage is too low, metal powders will not cover
the entire build plate area and may result in a print failure. If the dosing percentage is too high, the
amount of waste becomes higher as unused powders will get pushed into overflow containers.
These powders then must go through the sieving process, a time and resource consuming process
to filter out unusable powders, to be reused for future prints.

Figure 2. Powder properties for AM. Powder and particle characteristics,
alloy composition, and optical material properties are contributors to powder
properties for AM [4].
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In the SLM process, achieving the proper powder spreading distribution is critical to
ensuring a successful print. Many factors contribute to the spreadability or rheology of powders
[5]. Some of the most common factors include powder shape, powder size, and surface finish. All
these factors can affect the packing behavior of the powder as it is spread onto the build plate.
Additionally, external influences such as humidity, temperature, and pressure can affect powder
rheology.

1.2 OBJECTIVE
Within the additive manufacturing industry, observations have been made where printing
a singular cohesive part requires a higher dosing percentage to avoid short feeding in comparison
to the same part printed in smaller subsections spread across the build plate. As seen in Figure 3,
the left build plate configuration shows a ring and the associated short feed areas denoted by the
dotted lines. The area of short feeding uncoincidentally aligns with the longest continuous cross
section in the recoating direction. Short feed areas are areas where there is insufficient powder
distribution to produce the required powder layer thickness. Suboptimal powder layering is not
problematic if these areas do not interact with the printed part; however, since the short feed areas
intersect with the part, the powder shortages in the area will result in a part defect. In the right
image, the ring is split into five sections in the y direction and further cut in the x direction. These
pieces are placed randomly along the x axis but along the same y axis as the first configuration. In
this new configuration, the part volume is identical, but there are consistent observations that the
short feeding areas have a significantly different shape that no longer interacts with the part pieces.

5
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Figure 3. Cohesive and sectioned part on build plate. An example of a part printed cohesively and sectioned
into multiple parts and placed on the build plate.

The main objective is to understand the root cause for differences in dosing percentages to
prevent short feeding for continuous and sectioned parts. In this project, powder spreading was
studied for different build plate configurations and interactions to evaluate the powder packing
qualities before and after these parts. The goal was to investigate packing patterns and layering
density as a result of spreading over obstacles.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 POWDER LAYER PROPERTIES
Many properties contribute to the quality of a powder layer spread on a build plate for additive
manufacturing purposes. Powder layer properties can be attributed to two factors: static powder
properties, such as powder properties, and dynamic powder interactions. The combination of these
two factors determines the properties of a powder layer. Figure 4 outlines some different factors
that contribute to powder properties.

Figure 4. Powder layer properties. Density and flowability are the two main
contributors to powder layer properties. [4]

Powder properties are influenced by particle size, size distribution, shape, and material
properties. These properties can be altered during the manufacturing process for the metal powders
[6]. Two of the most common methods of producing metal powders for AM are gas atomization
and water atomization. As seen in Figure 5, gas atomized powders are more spherical in shape and
have a more consistent size distribution.

7

Figure 5. SEM Photos for powder atomization. Metal powder created using (a) gas
atomization and (b) water atomization [6]

The other contributor to powder layer properties are dynamic powder interactions. Dynamic
powder interactions are influenced by powder properties as well as external factors such as recoater
speed and layer thickness.

2.2 POWDER RHEOLOGY
Powder rheology is the study of the dynamics of powder flow. The flowability for a metal
powder is directly related to its spreading characteristics over the build plate. Different methods
such as the avalanche testing and angle of repose are used to provide comprehensive measurements
for powder characteristics. Modern powder rheometers allow the measurement of dynamic flow
and shear properties as well as providing the capability to quantify bulk properties such as density,
compressibility, and permeability [7] [8].
In the avalanche testing method, vibrational or rotational stress is applied to a powder until
it shears, and an avalanche occurs. One of the most popular commercially available test apparatus
is the Aeroflow® device. The device consists of a rotating drum, where the powder is placed, and
an optical system that detects and captures powder avalanche behaviors.

8

Figure 6. Rotating drum schematic. A general schematic
for a rotation drum used for avalanche testing [9].

Different avalanche behaviors can be attributed to the cohesivity of the powder and different
interparticle interactions [9].

Figure 7. Various avalanche behaviors. These are six
possible reactions for powders stressed in a rotating
drum [9].

Another method to determine powder rheology is to find the angle of repose [4]. In this
ASTM recommended standard for characterizing metal powders [10], powder flows freely through
a funnel onto a plate and the slope angle of the developed cone to the base plate is the angle of
repose and considered as a measure for powder flowability. Alternatively, powder flowability can
be determined by the amount of time to fully discharge the powders. For freely flowing powders,
a low angle and short discharge time can be expected as particles can easily flow down the slope,
whereas for more cohesive powders this angle will be higher.
9

Figure 8. Schematic for finding angle of repose experimentally.

2.3 POWDER SPREADING
To better understand the dynamics of powder spreading, researchers have utilized
computational power to simulate spreading as well as capture powder spreading behavior through
experiments.
2.3.1 Powder Spreading Simulations
Powder spreading modeling is done using the Discrete Element Method (DEM). In this
method, individual particles are modeled as well as their interactions with one another when a force
is applied. Different parameters such as layer thickness, δ, and blade speed, U, have been modelled
for particles of diameter, D, to determine their relationship to mass flow rate through the gap as
seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Power spreading simulation schematic. In this DEM simulation, the blade is modelled as a
rigid piece of aluminum pushing and dispersing a pile of powders along a surface [11].
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Looking more specifically at the quality of layered powder on the build plate, Chen et al.
[12] concluded that decreasing the friction coefficient between particles led to a denser and more
uniform powder bed. Figure 10 depicts powders spread onto the build plate in uniform versus
variant layering of the powder bed

Figure 10. Powder packing schematic. Ideal powder layering on build
plate has a dense and uniform packing pattern [12].

Similar findings were made with decreasing particle radius, increasing layer thickness, and
decreasing layering speed. To validate these findings, profiles of the modelled powder heap was
compared to those of the experimental heap.
2.3.2 Powder Spreading Experiments
Powder spreading dynamics can also be studied through experimentation. Using a highspeed x-ray imaging system, Escano et al. [13] investigated the angle of repose, surface roughness,
surface speed, and powder cluster dynamics with two average powder diameters. Using their
results, inter-particle and particle-boundary friction factors were calculated. All data collected and
observations made were used to better support powder spreading computer-based simulations.

11

Figure 11. Highspeed X-ray experimental angles of repose. X ray images showing the dynamic angle of
repose, α, at various times for 316 stainless steel powders with two different average metal powder diameters
spread at a constant speed of 11.5mm/s. (a-c) Average diameter of 67 µm. (d–f) Average diameter of 23 µm
[13].

2.4 POWDER OPTIMIZATION IN INDUSTRY
Additive machine manufacturer Concept Laser created Quality Management (QM)
modules to supervise and correct in-situ builds [14]. Among the different QM modules that can be
adapted to their machines, the QMcoating module monitors the powder layer in real time to correct
the dosing amount to ensure successful prints. The system uses a camera and photo diodes as seen
in Figure 12.

Figure 12. QMcoating schematic. General schematic
of the QMcoating module that analyzes powder layer
quality and corrects by adjusting dosing factor [14].
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To counteract short feeding, the dosing factor is increased or decreased to save power. As a result,
unnecessary material use can be reduced up to 25% and allows for faster set-up times. The below
figures show short feeding with and without the QMcoating module.

Figure 13. QMcoating results. (Left) Red portions of the build plate signifies areas of short feeding with and
without the use of the QMcoating module. (Right) The module uses a feedback system to continuously adjust
the dosing factor to minimize waste and short feeding.
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3. DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELING
3.1 OVERVIEW
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a Lagrangian analytical modelling method used
to model individual particles when there is an interest in particle-to-particle or particle-to-boundary
interactions. Applications for this method can be found in pharmaceuticals, soil sciences,
manufacturing, and various other fields. Within additive manufacturing specifically, this method
has been used to investigate packing density and spreading behaviors by varying parameters such
as particle size, spreader velocity, and gap height.
The underlying theory behind the method is rather simple. Particles in contact with one
another transfer forces according to Newton’s second law and observe both translational and
rotational rigid body dynamics. On the contrary, particles that are not in contact do not transfer
forces. However, the model becomes more complicated and computationally heavy when many
particles are modelled. Within each timestep, forces, velocities, and displacements are calculated
for each particle as they interact with one another.

3.2 DYNAMICS
The forces and moments exerted by neighboring particles or boundary geometry are
accounted for in a summation to determine the acceleration of each particle. Particle velocity is
subsequently determined as the time integration of acceleration, and particle displacement is the
time integration of velocity. The collection of individual particle displacements together simulates
the dynamics for the larger particle body [15].
The governing linear motion equation is,

𝑚𝑖

𝑑2
𝑥 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑐 + 𝑚𝑖 𝑔
𝑑𝑡 2 𝑖
𝑐
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(3-1)

where mi is the mass of the particle, determined from particle density and particle size, xi is the
particle displacement, the summation of 𝑓𝑖𝑐 over c is the sum of all forces exerted by particles or
geometry in contact with particle i, and 𝑚𝑖 𝑔 takes into account gravitational acceleration on the
particle.
The rotational motion equation is,
𝐼𝑖

𝑑
𝜔 = ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑑𝑡 𝑖

(3-2)

𝑐

where Ii is the moment of inertia of the particle, ωi is the particle angular velocity, the summation
of 𝑡𝑖𝑐 over c is the sum of all torques exerted by particles or geometry in contact with particle i.

3.3 CONTACT
Contact models dictate particle-particle and particle-boundary interactions and supply the
contact forces that drive the DEM simulation.

Different contact models have fundamental

underlying differences in the method used to calculated contact and how these contacts are depicted
in final simulation results [16].
3.3.1 Normal and Tangential Contact Forces
In the normal and tangential contact model, particle-particle and particle-boundary
interactions can be modelled as a pair of normal and tangential spring-damper systems. Normal
contact can be modelled as a spring-damper system where the spring is represented as the contact
stiffness, Kn. The damper, Cn, represents normal particle contact damping. In the tangential
direction, friction is accounted for by the tangential spring stiffness, Kt, and the particle-particle
friction coefficient, μ. The tangential contact damping, Ct is modelled as a damper. Figure 14
provides a schematic for the normal and tangential contact model between two particles.
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Figure 14. Particle-particle normal tangential contact model.

3.3.2 Hertz Normal Contact
In the Hertz contact model, particle-particle interactions are modelled as two rigid particles
with penetration [16]. Unlike the Normal and Tangential Contact model where particles just touch
or deform without penetrating as seen in the first two examples in Figure 15, the Hertz model
calculates the interacting particle forces as a function of the penetration distance or approach
distance, δ.

Figure 15. Particle reaction to contact models.
Interacting particles can either just touch, deform, or
penetrate depending on the model used [17].

In this model, the contact force, F can be found using the following equation:
4
𝐹 = 𝐸 ∗ √𝑅 √𝛿 3
3
where
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(3-3)

𝑅=

𝑅1 𝑅2
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

(3-4)

𝑅1
2

(3-5)

and for particles of the same size,
𝑅=
and
1
1 − 𝜈12 1 − 𝜈22
=
+
𝐸∗
𝐸1
𝐸2

(3-6)

where R1 and R2 are the radii for the interacting particles and E1, ν1, E2, ν2 are the effective Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratios for the two particles.

The normal contact stiffness is defined as
𝐾𝑛 = 2𝐸 ∗ √𝑅 √𝛿.
Once Kn surpasses Kmax, the normal contact force increases linearly as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Overland and contact stiffness plot. Relationship between
contact stiffness and particle overlap according to the linear and Hertz
models [18]
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(3-7)

3.3.3 Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) Adhesive Normal Contact
The JKR model is similar to the Hertz model in that the contact force is related to the
approach distance, δ. The model also considers particle-particle adhesive forces. In addition to all
particle parameter inputs required in the Hertz model, Γ, the surface energy per unit area must
also be specified [16].
The contact force model is,
𝐹=

4𝐸 ∗ 𝑎3
− √8𝜋Γ𝐸 ∗ 𝑎3 .
3𝑅∗

(3-8)

Contact area, a is related to the approach distance by

𝛿=

𝑎2
2𝜋Γ𝑎
− √( ∗ )
∗
𝑅
𝐸

(3-9)

𝑅1 𝑅2
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

(3-10)

𝑅1
2

(3-11)

where
𝑅∗ =
and for particles of the same size,
𝑅∗ =
and
1
1 − 𝜈12 1 − 𝜈22
=
+
.
𝐸∗
𝐸1
𝐸2

(3-12)

As seen in Figure 17, Kmax is the upper limit for contact stiffness and contact forces
increases linearly after this threshold. The force required to separate two particles is the pull-off
force, Fc where
3
𝐹𝑐 = − 𝜋Γ𝑅∗
2

(3-13)

Even after the particles have been separated, as denoted by a negative approach distance, there are
still adhesive forces between particles until a critical separation distance of δseparation.
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1

𝛿𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

3 𝜋 2 Γ 2 𝑅∗ 3
= − (
) .
4
𝐸 ∗2

Figure 17. Force vs approach distance curve for the JKR model [16].
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(3-14)

4. ABAQUS MODEL AND ANALYSIS
4.1 ABAQUS DEM
For this thesis, Abaqus CAE 2019 was used for all DEM simulations. Abaqus FEA is a finite
element program capable of solving static, dynamic, CFD, and electromagnetic simulations among
many others. Simulation models can be created within the program’s graphic user interface (GUI)
or as input text files.

Figure 18. Example of input text file. Input text
files contain all the information for a model.

While DEM simulations cannot be created and particles cannot be generated within the GUI, the
combination of input file editing and post processing in the GUI allows DEM models to be created
and run successfully.

4.2 OBJECTIVE
The goal was to create a valid DEM spreading model and determine if short feeding and
dosing effects between cohesive and divided parts seen experimentally could be replicated using a
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simulation. More specifically, the simulation would give insight to how powders interact with
features on the build plate in terms of packing quality and density. The overall challenge was to
explain the experimental observation that printing a part as a continuous construct requires more
powder than printing the same part but divided into smaller pieces. In either case, the total part
volume is the same.

4.3 MODEL SET-UP
This chapter will provide a general overview for setting up and executing a DEM model.
A detailed step-by-step guide to setting up a DEM simulation can be found in Appendix A.
4.3.1 Simulation Set-Up
The simulation set-up process was completed entirely within the Abaqus GUI and does not
differ from a standard static or dynamic model set-up. The first operation was to generate part
geometry either within Abaqus or input a part or step file for all geometry required for the
simulation. Like all FEA simulations, material properties were applied, and the parts were
assembled and meshed. In this step, the geometry that would be converted to particles was modelled
but not meshed or assigned material properties. Step size and output requests were also input during
this step.

Figure 19. Assembly before and after meshing. The large flat surface represents the top of the build plate,
the vertical surface is the rigid recoater blade, and the triangular prism is the pile of particles.
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4.3.2 Particle Generation
There are multiple ways to generate particles for DEM. The first is to create a surface and
have Abaqus automatically generate particles through this surface. The modeler can specify particle
size distribution, quantity, surface dynamics and timing for the particle generation [19].

Figure 20. Particle generation through surface. a) Particle generation from a moving surface b) Two element
types generated through a surface

A different way to generate particles is to mesh a larger body and change the element type
manually. This is the method used for this thesis and outlined in the DEM guide. In this method,
the part geometry is meshed using Hex type elements where the mesh size is equal to or smaller
than the largest particle size.
Particle-particle and particle-boundary interactions are assigned between surfaces in
Abaqus DEM simulations. So, three surface sets were created: on the build plate, spreader, and on
each particle. While still in the GUI, the build plate and spreader surfaces were created within the
assembly. The particle surfaces were later generated in the input file.
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(a) Before conversion: part with C3D8R type (b) After conversion: collection of PD3D particle
elements
elements
Figure 21. Before and after particle conversion process.

The C3D8R hex type elements generated needed to be converted to PD3D particle elements by first
generating an input file and editing the file to change element types. The input file was put back
into Abaqus once all edits were made. During the conversion process, each 3D hex type element
was replaced with a singular node as seen in Figure 21. At this point in the simulation set-up
process, the nodes were a point without any assigned material properties or particle size.
4.3.3 Input File Editing
After opening the input file in Abaqus, the particle nodes were shown in the model
assembly. Verifying that particles were generated properly, final edits were then made in a different
input file. At this point, the particle surfaces, particle size, and material property were assigned to
the particles. Additionally, contact properties and contact pairs were assigned between all particleparticle and particle-boundary surfaces.
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4.3.4 Model Editing and Execution
In this last section, loads and boundary conditions were applied to the particles and
simulation geometry. Before submitting the job, some final edits needed to be made for certain
keywords written in the input file.

Figure 22. Keyword editor pop-up.

Abaqus does not recognize keywords such as *Discrete Section and *Contacts unless those
parameters were created within the GUI. Since these parameters were created in the input file, they
had to be manually input. Finally, the job was submitted for solving.

4.4 PARAMETERS
The DEM model output depends strongly upon particle-particle and particle-boundary
contact parameters, material properties, and external forces to produce a realistic simulation. While
these parameters are critical to the validity of a simulation, many have not been determined
experimentally or theoretically. For example, one material property is the effective Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. These properties are relatively easy to determine in solid parts with
standardized tests; however, the process for determining these values becomes non-trivial when
evaluating these parameters for powder properties [20]. In many cases, these parameters are
determined iteratively and validated by comparing larger body dynamic simulation results with
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physical testing. Even while larger body dynamics appear accurate, material property parameters
used in the simulation may be unrealistic in physical applications [21]. For this thesis model,
parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation parameters

Particle diameter, dp

37.5µm

Particle density, ρ

7780 kg/m3

Particle-Particle friction factor, P11

0.01

Particle-Boundary friction factor, P12

0.3

Effective Young’s modulus, E

7 GPa

Effective Poisson’s ratio, ν

0.3

Gravitational acceleration, g

9.8 m/s2

Spreader velocity, v

10 mm/s

Gap Height, h

112.5µm

Normal Contact Behavior

Hard Contact

Tangential Contact Behavior

Penalty

The particle diameter of 37.5 µm was chosen to fall within the 30 µm-40 µm range, the
particle sizes used at Cal Poly. The particle density was chosen to match that on solid 316L stainless
steel with a value of 7780 kg/m3. The particle-particle friction factor was chosen to have a value of
0.001 to simulate the rolling friction between particles. The particle-boundary friction factor was
more difficult to determine as there was a lack of consensus in published works for this value.
Section 4.5 explains the experimental simulations run to determine the best value for this model.
The effective Young’s modulus was assigned a value of 7 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio was assigned
0.3. These values were selected to either match published literature or match within one order of
magnitude. Fouda et al. [22] determined that changing the elastic modulus over two orders of
magnitude did not significantly affect simulation results [12] [23]. Standard gravitational
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acceleration was applied uniformly on the particles. Recoater blade velocity was chosen to be 10
mm/s and a gap height of 112.5µm, equal to three particle diameters. The normal and tangential
contact behavior chosen is discussed more in depth in Section 4.5.

4.5 SELECTING FRICTION VALUES
The hard contact was utilized to track particle location and particle packing behavior more
accurately when interacting with obstacles on the build plate. Using the hard contact model,
particles were not allowed to intersect. Additionally, rolling friction is not supported in Abaqus for
PD3D elements; therefore, by specifying contact pairs, rolling effects for the particles could be
better simulated with a lower friction coefficient. Since this model relies heavily on the friction
factors provided, some preliminary simulations were run to determine the best friction factor to
utilize for the final simulation.
One critical component of this thesis is the interaction between particles and obstacles
during spreading. To ensure the correct parameters were used for the final simulations, the friction
factor between particles and the spreader and build plate were assigned values of 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4. From literature, friction factors for particle-boundary varied across simulations
[21][22][23][24]. Since there has been little work published on the topic of powder spreading and
the effects of obstacles on the flow pattern and packing density, simulations were run on a flat build
plate and a build plate with a circular feature protruding from the top surface. This circular feature
has a radius of 0.5mm, and a height of 75µm, equivalent to two particle heights. This protruding
feature simulates a part that has been improperly built on the previous layer and has resulted in a
raised defect that will have powders spread on top.
After the simulations were run, qualitative and quantitative observations were made to
select a particle-boundary friction factor of 0.3. Analysis results can be found in Sections 5.1 and
5.2 for these preliminary experimental simulations.
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4.6 FINAL SIMULATION
The final simulation was run over a flat build plate, a build plate with one circular feature,
and a build plate with a circular feature sectioned into four parts as shown in Figure 23. Multiple
simulations were completed for each of the build plate configurations. To force slightly different
results, a small number of particles were given a different initial starting position. This allowed the
simulation to run with the same number of particles but allowed for different particle interactions.

Figure 23. Three primary build plate configurations used for running simulations.

Once the simulations were completed, various post processing techniques were utilized to analyze
the simulation results.

4.7 POST PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
4.7.1 Viewing Results in Abaqus
Abaqus does not support many output variables such as stress, strain, and contact for DEM
analysis. Instead, results were found from physical displacement of particles both in the larger body
response as well as specific zoomed in regions of interest.

Figure 24. Top, side, and front view used for result analysis
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To determine pile height, particle spread, and specific particle information, the node and distance
tools were used to gather measurements and particle locations.

Figure 25. Node probing in Abaqus. Node coordinates can be determined using node probing.

The packing density was difficult to determine in Abaqus without the ability to count the number
of particles in a given volume. However, packing density could be investigated on the layer level.
By doing a free body cut at the same height as one particle diameter, the bottom layer of the powder
pile could be seen.
4.7.2 Angle of Repose
To determine the angle of repose for the powder piles during spreading, a program called
OnScreenProtractor was used to determine the angle between the build plate and the top surface of
the powder pile. This Java application was originally created for map use and has a default angle
measurement from the positive y direction [25]. However, this tool was easily adaptable for finding
the angle of repose.
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Figure 26. Measuring angle of repose with OnScreenProtractor.

As seen in Figure 26, the transparent background allowed angles to be recorded directly from
Abaqus without needing to import an image.
4.7.3 ImageJ
ImageJ is a Java based application developed the National Institutes of Health as an image
processing software [26]. Capable of opening many image file formats, this program can support
geometric transformations, filtering, sharpening, edge detection, and color editing. For the purposes
of this thesis, this program was used to convert Abaqus outputs to a strictly binary black and white
photo and used to calculate image density. Image density is calculated as the percentage of white
particles to the total number of pixels in the selected region.

Figure 27. Edited simulation output for bottom layer particles.
Bottom layer of particles on the build plate with a single feature after
converted to binary black and white.
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Figure 28. Example for calculating packing density in ImageJ. Image density
measurements were taken at various locations inside the particle region with
results shown.
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5. RESULTS
5.1 DETERMINING FRICTION FACTOR
From the preliminary simulations, the side profile was investigated both qualitatively and
quantitatively to determine if the simulation was producing realistic simulation results. The goal
was to determine the most appropriate particle-boundary friction factor.

Figure 29. Spreading behavior for five different friction factors.
Row 1. µ=0.01, Row 2, µ=0.1, Row 3, µ=0.2, Row 4, µ=0.3, Row 5, µ=0.4 at t=3.33s, 3.66s, and 4s
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Figure 29 shows an example of powder response to spreading over an obstacle where the
P12 friction factor was varied and results were captured at 3.33s, 3.66s, and 4s. The complete
results can be found in Appendix B with simulations run on a flat plate and over the feature as
shown. These results served as a qualitative method to selecting the appropriate friction factor.
From these results, friction factors of 0.01 and 0.1 were deemed inappropriate for the final
simulation because the low friction factors were allowing particles to disperse too much. The
weight of the particles was too great for the friction between the particles and plate and resulted
in the layer not holding its shape after the spreader had passed.

5.2 PILE HEIGHT RESPONSE
Next, a quantitative investigation was completed on the pile stability in its response to
interaction with obstacles. Using built-in Abaqus tools, the pile height in front of the spreader was
recorded as a function of spreader location. The differences in pile heights for spreading over a flat
plate and a plate with a feature would demonstrate the powders’ interaction behavior to
encountering an obstacle. Figure 30 plots the pile height response for a flat build plate with no
feature for four different friction factors. Figure 31 plots the pile height for the build plate with a
feature. The two gray vertical lines indicate the start and end of the round feature. Comparing
Figures 30 and 31 there is a ‘bump’ in the downward trend for pile height in Figure 31, indicated
by the red box, as the pile of powders is interacting with the feature to produce a pile-up effect.
This effect begins before the feature and ends before the end of the feature.
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Metal Pile Height vs. Lengthwise Build Plate Location
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Figure 30. Metal pile height plot on flat build plate. Data plotted for four different friction factors.

Metal Pile Height vs. Lengthwise Build Plate Location
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Figure 31. Metal pile height plot on build plate with a raised feature. Data plotted for four different friction
factors.

Figures 32, 33, and 34 plot the pile height response for the build plate with and without a feature
for the same friction factor.
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Metal Pile Height vs. Lengthwise Build Plate Location
Max powder height on spreader [e+2 µm]
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Figure 32. Pile height response for µ=0.2. Metal pile height response for a 0.2 particleboundary friction factor over a flat plate and a flat plate with a feature.

Metal Pile Height vs. Lengthwise Build Plate Location
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Figure 33. Pile height response for µ=0.3. Metal pile height response for a 0.3 particleboundary friction factor over a flat plate and a flat plate with a feature.
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Metal Pile Height vs. Lengthwise Build Plate Location
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Figure 34. Pile height response for µ=0.4. Metal pile height response for a 0.4 particleboundary friction factor over a flat plate and a flat plate with a feature.

Comparing the figures for µ=0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, the µ=0.3 plot shows the most agreement
between the height responses before and after the feature with the most distinct difference in pile
height difference over the feature. Since this simulation is investigating the interaction between
powders and features on the build plate, there is a desire for a large and noticeable effect. For this
reason, the final simulation used a P12 friction factor of 0.3 [24].

5.3 VALIDATING MODEL
In the final built simulation, the model was first validated by comparing the angle of repose
for the simulation against experimental data. Excano et al. [13] experimentally determined the angle
of repose for two different powder diameters, 23µm and 67µm, using high speed x-ray imaging.
The below figure plots the experimental data with simulation data simultaneously. Since the
simulation run time was longer than the 55ms reported for the experiment, simulation data was
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recorded during the middle of the spreading process to eliminate effects of the powder dropping
and powder shortages at the end of the run.

Angle of Repose vs. Time
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Figure 35. Angle of repose for experimental and simulation runs.

The simulation used a particle diameter of 37.5µm, between the two diameters used in the
experiment. As seen in Figure 35, the simulation results agree with the experimental results and
most angles of repose for the simulation lies within those reported experimentally. These agreement
between experimental and simulation data gives some assurance in the validity of the model.

5.4 FLAT PLATE, SINGLE FEATURE, SECTIONED FEATURE
Figure 36 displays a top view for spreading on the three different build plate configurations.
The series of images were captured at 0.1 second increments for a total of 0.5s. Placing the
configurations side-by-side illustrates the difference in spreading behaviors. On the build plate with
no feature, it is expected that configuration ‘runs out of powder’ first as there are no areas that do
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not need to be filled compared to the other two configurations. The spreading differences between
the single feature and the split feature are minimal.

Figure 36. Spreading behavior for three build plate configurations. Snapshots for different
spreading behaviors on a flat build plate, with one feature, and sectioned feature. Photos
captured every 0.1s from t=0s to 0.5s.
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5.5 2D PACKING DENSITY
5.5.1 Spreading Influences on Density
The packing density was captured for the bottom layer of particles during the powder
spreading process. Stepping through the different time steps, larger particle collections can be
seen moving and interacting with the features on the build plate. Figure 37 shows an example for
powder spreading and dispersing for the bottom layer. Images were captured 0.01 seconds apart.
The complete set of simulation outputs can be found in Appendix C for a one layer spread on a
flat build plate, build plate with one feature, and build plate with the split features.

Figure 37. Bottom layer only top view for spreading over split features.

At first glance, there are clusters of particles that are more tightly packed than others. As
these clusters encounter an obstacle, they either lose the packing pattern or these groups of
particles shear similar to crystalline behavior along a slip plane.
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Figure 38. Particle packing behavior interacting with an obstacle. a) A group of
tightly packed particles approaches a feature b) The particles reach the feature, some
packing on the left side is lost c) Group of packed particles tries to ‘recover’ and
continue with the same packing pattern as some particles are left d) particles do not
align with feature and packing pattern is lost after feature.
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Figure 39. Large body spreading behavior. Larger particle cluster movement and pile boundary
expanding due to spreading. Each snapshot was taken 0.05s apart.
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5.5.2 2D Circular Packing Patterns
Upon closer inspection of the packing density and how particles are arranged throughout
the pile, there appears to be groups of powders packed tightly with clear boundaries between
groups. These grain boundary-like structures segregate different domains of varied packing
directions and packing patterns.

Figure 40. One layer packing pattern. Simulation output shows groups of tightly packed powders and other
loosely packed particles. This is the packing pattern 0.215 seconds after the particles were dropped.

Taking an even closer look, there appears to be three primary packing patterns: hexagonal,
square, and random. In hexagonal circular packing, each circle is surrounded by six other circles to
form a hexagon pattern. In square packing, each circle is surrounded by four other circles to create
a grid-like packing structure. The last packing structure is random and does not show any geometric
regularity or predictability.
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Figure 41. Three primary packing patterns. The red rectangle shows hexagonal packing. The yellow rectangle
shows square packing, and the green rectangle shows random packing.

The area density was then sampled from 10 different simulation instances for each type of
2D packing in ImageJ and displayed in Table 2. These 10 data points were then averaged, and the
standard deviation was calculated. For hexagonal packing of the particles on the build plate, they
had a 2D packing efficiency of 81.4%. Square packing had an average of 69.94% and random had
an average packing efficiency of 67.88%. The standard deviations were 0.34%, 1.38%, and 2.21%
respectively.
Table 2. Area density percent fill for three primary packing patterns

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hexagonal
81.55
81.59
81.05
80.76
81.80
81.73
81.72
81.41
81.44
80.99

Square
70.25
68.19
70.19
68.84
68.71
73.35
70.13
70.78
69.74
69.20

Random
68.27
70.76
68.16
63.98
70.71
68.46
64.86
69.25
65.65
68.72

Average
SD

81.40
0.34

69.94
1.38

67.88
2.21
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Mathematically proven, perfect hexagonal packing can have an efficiency up to 90.69% and square
packing can have an efficiency up to 78.54%. In both the hexagonal and the square case, the
packing efficiency seen on the build plate is around 9% less than optimal packing [27].

5.5.3 Full Spread Packing Density
The area density was also calculated for the four different cases seen in Figure 42 and the
results are shown in Table 3. Each measurement was taken at the same time, 0.45s after the start of
the simulation. Each density for the overall image was calculated my first tracing the outline of the
shape and extracting overall area and density information. Next, for configurations with features
on the build plate, the areas of the feature were subtracted from the overall density to obtain the
packing density for areas with powder spreading only. For the split feature and the single feature
cases, three different simulations were run to attain an average and a standard deviation for the
density calculation.
a

b

d

c

Figure 42. Top view for bottom layer of particles. Four configurations are shown.
a) No Feature b) Single Feature c) Half Split Feature d) Split Feature

Below is the data for overall spreading density for each of the four cases.
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Table 3. Overall 2D packing density for four build plate configurations

Overall 2D Packing
Density (%)
No Feature
Single Feature
Half Split Feature
Split Feature

74.849
69.227
69.024
68.976d

#
Simulations
Run
1
3
1
3

Standard
Deviation
0.045
0.009

The configuration with no feature has an overall 2D packing density of 74.849%. Recall
that the average hexagonal packing density seen across various simulations was 81.4% and the
average packing density for square packing is 69.94%. Figure 43 shows a closer view for Figure
42a. As seen in the figure, the packing pattern is primarily organized packing, either hexagonal or
square with relatively little areas of random packing seen in the build plate configurations with
features. For this reason, the packing density of 74.849% is expected to be near the average of the
two organized packing densities, for a packing pattern that is primarily comprised of the two
organized packing patterns.

Figure 43. Closer view for packing pattern over flat plate

Comparing the overall 2D packing density for the single feature and the split feature build
plate configurations, the differences in packing density may appear small with a difference of
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~0.25%. However, for the three different simulations run for each case, the standard deviation,
listed in Table 3, in density calculations is at least five times smaller than the 0.25% difference in
packing density. While the difference may appear small, this difference is significant.
One potential contributing to the difference in packing density between the single and the
split features is the amount of dispersion in the particles during spreading. The maximum dispersion
was determined by probing the two furthest nodes in the direction of interest. Table 4 provides the
largest span for the particles in the spreading direction and the widthwise direction. Comparing the
measurements for the single feature and the split feature, the dispersion in particles for the split
feature is either identical to the spreading seen for the single feature, or larger.
Table 4. Powder dispersion measurement

Trial #
1
2
3
Average
SD

Trial #
1
2
3
Average
SD

Max Spread in Spreading Direction (mm)
Single Feature
Split Feature
3.51
3.57
3.51
3.60
3.53
3.60
3.515
3.590
0.011
0.014
Max Spread in Width Direction (mm)
Single Feature
Split Feature
4.63
4.66
4.60
4.71
4.68
4.68
4.637
4.683
0.033
0.021

5.6 3D PACKING DENSITY
Since only the bottom layer was used for image analysis, this raises the question: can
bottom layer 2D packing patterns be used to predict the 3D packing pattern in the layers above?
Additionally, can packing patterns give any insight to powder dosing requirements?
To further investigate, free body cuts were taken through sections of hexagonal, square,
and random packing to expose the layering properties as seen in Figure 44.
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Figure 44. Free body cut locations to exposing packing behavior. Colored
lines show where cuts were made to show particle stacking for next three
figures.

Figure 45 show the multi-layer packing properties for a bottom layer with square packing. There
appears to a very predictable packing pattern. Immediately to the right of the feature, there is a
region of less organized packing compared to the right side of the image. Referring back to
Figure 44, this could be predicted by the discontinuity of the close square 2D packing on the
bottom layer.

Figure 45. Multilayer packing density with square packing on bottom layer. This view corresponds with the
blue line in Figure 44.
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Figure 46 shows the multi-layer packing properties for a bottom layer with hexagonal packing.
Again, there appears to a very predictable packing pattern, like with the square packing on the
bottom layer.

Figure 46. Multilayer packing density with hexagonal packing on bottom layer. This view corresponds with
the red line in Figure 44.

Lastly, there are the multi-laying properties for random packing on the first layer. As predicted
from the first two cases, random packing on the first layer suggests random packing on
subsequent layers. In random packing, there appears to be nearly particle-sized voids within the
packing.

Figure 47. Multilayer packing density with random packing on bottom layer. This view corresponds with the
green line in Figure 44.

Since both square and hexagonal packing on the first layer suggests organized packing on
subsequent layers, the packing behavior was analyzed to draw parallels with crystalline packing
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structures. After probing individual node coordinates, square circular packing on the first layer is
indicative of a body-centered cubic crystalline structure in the layers above and a hexagonal
circular packing pattern is indicative of a hexagonal close-packed structure.
Square Circular 2D Packing

Hexagonal Circular 2D Packing

Top View

Top View

Side View

Side View

Body-Centered Cubic (BCC) Unit Structure

Hexagonal Close-Packed (HCP) Unit Structure

Figure 48. 2D circular packing top view, side view, and associated crystalline structure [28].

Table 5 summarizes the 2D circular packing densities for the simulation based image analysis and
the maximum theoretical 2D packing density. The associated 3D crystalline packing structure is
also tabulated. Crystalline packing provides structure and higher density packing than random 3D
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packing [29]. From these results, higher 2D packing density can be correlated with higher 3D
packing density. However, a different analysis method would be needed to determine the actual
3D packing density from simulations before proposing an actual correlation factor between 2D
and 3D packing densities.
Table 5. Circular packing and crystalline structure packing.

Square

Hexagonal

2D Circular Packing % Fill - Image Analysis

69.94

81.40

2D Circular Packing % Fill - Theoretical

78.54

90.69

3D Crystalline Structure % Fill - Theoretical

68.00

74.05

While random 3D packing density varies, the average packing density for randomly packed equal
sized spheres does not exceed 64% as seen in Table 6.
Table 6. Packing type and associated 3D packing density [29].

Packing Type

3D Packing Density

Face-centered cubic

0.7405

Hexagonal close

0.7405

Body-centered cubic

0.68

Simple cubic

0.524

Random close

0.637

Random loose

0.601
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSION
The objective of this project was to create a model for powder spreading in Abaqus to
investigate powder spreading behavior. In the first set of simulations, 10 jobs were run to determine
the best particle-boundary friction factor to use. These ten jobs varied the friction factor for µ=0.01,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 over two build plate conditions. The first build plate configuration was
completely flat while the second configuration had a protruding circular feature the particles had
to cover during the spreading process. After viewing simulation results, friction factors of 0.01 and
0.1 were eliminated due to unrealistic simulation results. For friction factors of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4,
the maximum pile height adjacent to the spread was recorded as the pile was spread over the build
plate. These height values were compared between the configuration with the flat build plate and
the build plate with a feature. To conclude the first set of simulations, the friction factor of 0.3 was
chosen as it showed the most agreement between the pile heights before and after the feature while
there was a distinct difference in pile height in response to spreading over the protruding feature.
In the second set of simulations, roughly 25,000 particles were used to demonstrate the
spreading behavior for three build plate configurations. Like the first set of experiments, a flat build
plate and a build plate with a round feature were used. The third build plate configuration sectioned
the round feature into fourths and placed the diagonally on the build plate.
Three different simulations were computed for the single feature and the split feature to
evaluate packing density on the bottommost layer using an image analysis application. The split
feature consistently showed more dispersion in the particles compared to the single feature and had
a lower average 2D packing density of 68.976 while the single feature had an average 2D packing
density of 69.227.
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When viewing simulation results, there did not appear to be any differences in the quality
of spreading on the build plate across the three configurations; however, after taking a free body
cut to expose only the bottom layer of particles, different packing patterns were discovered. Three
different packing patterns emerged: square, hexagonal, and random. Before the powder pile
encounters a feature on the build plate, there appears to be large areas of dense packing, either
square or hexagonal. Between areas of dense packing, there are clear and distinct fracture lines that
separate these regions of differently orientated tightly packed regions. However, after the feature,
the majority of the particles show random packing. If there are areas of dense packing, these areas
are considerably smaller than those before the feature.
In areas with square and hexagonal packing, sectional cuts were made to expose the
packing behavior between layers. Square and hexagonal packing on the bottom layer indicated the
same organized packing in the layers above. For square packing, particles were packed like the
body-centered cubic unit cell structure. Alternatively, hexagonal packing indicated a hexagonal
closed-packed layering structure. A positive correlation can be made between the 2D circular
packing density and the 3D packing density.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
To produce the most realistic simulations, enough powders need to be included to be able
to see the effects of powder spreading. However, these simulations require large amounts of
computational time and power. The average run time for the second set of simulations was about
48 hours. The use of a supercomputer is recommended to shorten the run time and reduce the risk
of the program crashing and needing to restart jobs. Additionally, while Abaqus was used for this
project, Abaqus has very limited DEM options compared to other DEM specific software. For
example, Abaqus does not support rolling friction inputs between particles, output variables such
as stress and strain are not available for particles, and particle generation needs to be done outside
of the user interface. Above all, Abaqus does not support parallel processing to reduce solving time.
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6.2.1 Future Work
Some relatively simple changes can be made to the model used in this thesis to simulate
powder spreading even more accurately at Cal Poly and Castheon. The first and most simple change
is to use a distribution of particle sizes that is representative of the powders used for manufacturing
instead of a mono-sized particle distribution. The lack of uniformity in powder sizes will greatly
impact the 2D circular packing structure as well as the 3D packing pattern. The repetitive and
predictable nature of the mono-sized particles may result in a completely different packing
arrangement with the introduction of different sized particles compared to the highly idealistic
particles used for this thesis. Additionally, the recoater can be assigned material properties to better
simulate the rubber recoating blade. This may give rise to interesting and slightly different results
compared to a rigid spreader. Lastly, for future work, an even more realistic simulation would not
start with a flat build plate. Instead, the simulation can start with a layer of powder to better
represent a previous layer of powders. Ideally, future simulations will be able to replicate the short
feeding problem seen experimentally.
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APPENDIX A: DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD: MODELING AND
SIMULATION GUIDE
The objective of this guide is to assist the reader in setting up and executing a DEM
simulation. Using the powder spreading example, readers will be able to replicate this model and
create their own DEM models following this step-by-step guide.
In this example, a powder heap is created and allowed to fall onto a rigid build plate under
gravitational acceleration. Simultaneously, a vertical spreader blade approaches the pile at a
constant velocity and distributes the powder onto the build plate at a uniform powder layer
thickness. The below figures depict the final solution for the powder spreading example.

Figure 49. Results for powder spreading simulation. Photos taken at one second increments.

Steps will include [step-by-step → button clicks, or actions required → in bold] and an
accompanying photo with button locations or points of interest highlighted, if applicable.
The general methodology for this set-up is split into four sections: Simulation Set-Up,
Particle Generation, Input File Editing, and Model Editing and Execution. Users should have a
basic understanding of Finite Element Analysis parameters such as: part generation, material
properties, load applications, and appropriate boundary conditions. While this guide goes in depth
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into the process for particle generation for DEM, users may need to refer to outside sources for
more general set-up assistance if unfamiliar with Abaqus.
Refer to the end of the document for a list of common errors and solutions as well as some
helpful hints.
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SIMULATION SET-UP
This section discusses the preliminary simulation set-up. To begin, open the Abaqus program and
create a Standard/Explicit Model.

Figure 50. Opening screen for Abaqus/CAE 2019. Select standard/explicit model.

Next, create a model by double clicking on Models. Assign a name for the model. For this example,
the model will be named Wide Build Plate.

.
Figure 51. Model creating and editing pop-up
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Once the model is created, set the work directory. The work directory is a folder where the created
job files will be saved. Input and output files will be found here once they are generated. Note: this
folder does not need to be the same folder where the model is saved.

a) Set the work directory [File→Set Work
Directory→ select desired folder location]

b) This is the work directory used for this
example.

Figure 52 Steps for setting work directory

Once the work directory is set, begin modelling the parts for the simulation. For this example, three
parts are created using the extrude method: Build Plate, Metal Pile, and Spreader. All three parts
are modelled as solids. The metal pile will be converted from a solid to particles in the Particle
Generation section.

Figure 53. Create three parts for the model under ‘Parts’ in the model tree

Below are the three parts created for the simulation.
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a) Build Plate

b) Metal Pile

c) Spreader

Figure 54. Images of three solid parts created.

For each part, create a set. This will simplify the load application and particle generation process
later.

[Parts →Build Plate →Sets → Create →Enter Name →Geometry →Select entire part]
Figure 55. Steps to generate a part set.

Next, create materials for all parts besides the part that will be converted to particles (metal pile).
For this example, the spreader and build plate are made from medium carbon steel.
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[Materials→New Material→Enter Material Properties→OK]
Figure 55. Steps to create material properties.

Once materials are created, they need to be assigned to the correct parts. This can be done in the
Property module. Click the assign section button (highlighted) and choose a part set from the Sets
button (highlighted). Repeat until all parts except the solid to be converted to particles are assigned
a section.

[Property→Assign Section→Sets→Select Part Set]
Figure 56. Steps to assign sections for parts.
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Next, create the assembly for the simulation. Use any of the tools in the Assembly module to
assemble the starting position for the simulation. For this example, the rotate and translate tools
were used to assemble. The spreader is located the correct height from the build plate while the
metal pile sits flush on the build plate.

a) [Assembly→Instances→Create
Instances→Parts→Select all
parts]

b) Use tools to assemble initial position assembly. Rotate
and translate were used for this example.

Figure 57. Steps for creating an assembly.

Since the assembly is constructed for the initial starting position, steps need to be created
to allow for the particle dynamics to occur. The initial step is static and will already be created.
Create a dynamic, explicit step as shown. Ensure Nlgeom is on otherwise contacts will not be
calculated correctly. Edit the time period section for the length of each time step. Additional steps
can be created if necessary but are not recommended for a first DEM attempt as it complicates the
process later.
In this example, a step is created to allow the metal pile to settle in the Pile Settle step and
interact for a couple seconds before the spreader blade approaches in the Spreader Moving step. To
simplify the simulation and reduce the number of steps, the settling step can be combined with the
spreader moving step by moving the spreader further from the pile to effectively allow the pile to
settle before the spreader approaches the pile.
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a) [Steps→Create Step→ Dynamic,
Explicit]

b) Select appropriate Time Period and ensure
Nlgeom is On.

Figure 54. Steps to create and edit a step.

Next, create a field output request. This section dictates what results the simulation will output. The
interval is the number of frames the simulation outputs for the corresponding step. For example, if
a step is 15 seconds and the interval is 300, a frame will be calculated and displayed every 0.05
seconds. This will need to be repeated for each step not including the initial step. More frames can
affect calculation times but also produce smoother simulations.

a) [Field Output Requests →Create Field]

b) Change interval and output variables
depending on desired results.

Figure 59. Steps to create and edit a field output request.
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Next, mesh all non-particle parts using any method and any element type. A coarse hex mesh was
applied to the build plate and spreader in this example.

[Mesh→Part→Global Seeds→Generate Mesh]
Figure 60. Steps to generate part mesh.
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PARTICLE GENERATION
In this section, the guide will walk through the necessary steps to convert a solid part to
particles. This process involved manipulation in the Abaqus user interface and manual
manipulation to text files. Using the same naming convention is recommended to minimize
confusion and reduce chances of errors in text file editing and executing for first time DEM
attempts.
First, mesh the part to be converted to particles using standard, linear, hex elements. Set
the approximate global size to the desired particle diameter. Adjust the minimum size control to
reduce chances of initial particle overlap. Ensure the element type is C3D8R.

a) [Mesh→Part→Metal Pile→ Global Size→Minimum Size
Control→ Apply]

b) [Element type→ 3D Stress
→Standard→ Linear →Hex]

Figure 61. Meshing steps for part before conversion to particles.

Once the meshing is complete, the output will display how many elements have been
created. This will be the same as the number of particles generated. Adjust mesh sizing and/or part
geometry to achieve the desired number of elements/particles.
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Figure 62. System output for number of elements generated for particle conversion.

Next, create interaction properties for particle-to-particle contact (P11) and particle-to-boundary
contact (P12). This step is critical for simulation success and most likely where alterations will
made to achieve the desired larger particle body dynamics. For this example, normal behavior and
tangential behavior are input for both types of interactions. A hard-contact type was selected for
the normal behavior and the penalty method was selected for the tangential behavior.

a) [Interaction Properties →
Create Interaction→
Contact]

b) For this example, the penalty
method was used for the
tangential behavior.

c) For this example, a hard
contact was selected for the
normal behavior

Figure 55. Steps to create contact properties.

Once interactions are created, create surfaces where the interactions will occur. For example, the
metal pile will interact with the top of the build plate and the front, bottom, and back sides of the
spreader. Create different surfaces for each part the particles will come into contact with within
the assembly, not the part. Surface ‘MASTER1’ was created from all 6 sides of the spreader
geometry, and surface ‘MASTER2’ was created from the top surface of the build plate. The last
surface, the particles’ surface, will be generated in the text file.
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a) [Assembly → Surfaces →
Create Surface → Geometry →
Select Surfaces]

b) Example of faces selection on the spreader used to create
the MASTER1 surface.

Figure 64. Steps used to create contact surfaces within the assembly.

Once surfaces are generated, create a job. Ensure that the job is referencing the correct model if
there are multiple. For this job, single precision can be used. This will be the first job creation in a
series and will be named ExampleJob1.

a) [Analysis → Jobs → Create Job → Name
Job → Select Model → Continue → OK]

b) For this step, no edits need to be made
within any of the tabs for the job creation.

Figure 65. Steps for jobs creation.

Once the job is created, right click on the job, and select Write Input. This will write an input text
file. This text file is an exact copy of the model built in Abaqus that can be used to run the model
as opposed to a .cae file. There should be a warning message about the metal pile not having a
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section assigned. This is anticipated because no section was assigned to the part. Section
assignment will occur within the text file later.

a) [Jobs → Select Job Name→ Write Input]

b) Warning for missing section for metal pile and
output for a successful input file creation.

Figure 66. Steps to write an input file from a job and system outputs.

The input file can be found in the folder selected as the work directory and opened in any text
editing software. Once opened, note the different sections mirror a very similar structure to the
model tree in Abaqus. If many elements have been generated during meshing, there will be many
lines of coordinates for the element nodes. One quick way to skip through different sections is to
use the Find function (ctrl+F) for ‘*’ or ‘**.”
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a) [Work Directory Folder → Open .inp File]

b) Opening lines for the input file

Figure 67. Steps to open an input file and image of input file example.

Skip down to the Metal Pile Part as shown. The first section has node coordinates and the second
section has element information. The element type should read C3D8R as assigned in Abaqus.
Change this element type assignment to PD3D, the element type for particles. Note the multiple
columns of text under PD3D.
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a) *Part section for the Metal
Pile

b) Before editing element
type

c) After editing element type

Figure 68. Locating the part section for the metal pile and changing element type.

Once the element type is changed, save the file using Save As. Include .inp in the file name and
change Save as Type to All Files.

Figure 69. Creating a new input file.
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The input file has now been edited and saved and is ready for input back into Abaqus. To load an
input file, use the Import Model function, select (*.inp,*.pes), and find the edited text file.

a) [File → Import → Model ]

b) Change the file filter to .inp and open desired input file.

Figure 70. Steps to import a .inp file into Abaqus

If the input file has been successfully edited and input, the model should open and show the
assembly. Note the metal pile is no longer a solid but a collection of nodes. There will also be lines
of errors and warnings in the text output box. One warning will read “Too many nodes for
element(s) of type PD3D.”

a) Results when input file is loaded into
Abaqus correctly.

b) The metal pile is now comprised of nodes.

Figure 71. Abaqus model after particle conversion
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To clear this warning, create a different job. This job will be named ExampleJob2 but created using
the ExampleJob1 model.

Figure 72. Steps for second job creation process

Once the job is created, generate another input file, and open it using the same steps as for
ExampleJob1. Now, under the Metal Part element type section, there should only be two columns
for element data. If this is not the case, refer to the Helpful Hints section.

Figure 56. The particles with PD3D elements now have two columns of data
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INPUT FILE EDITING
In this section, edits will be made to the input file. Edits made in this step are required as
they cannot be completed within the Abaqus interface. Since the input file will contain all the
information required to run the simulation, ensure all words are spelled correctly and all proper
punctuation is used. This section will have lines of code beginning and ending in a line of dashes
(-----) for ease of copying and pasting. If the same naming convention is used, copy the lines
directly; otherwise, substitute to match the correct naming convention. Some inputs are numerical
values that vary from model to model. All lines of code that vary from model to model will be
highlighted yellow. This guide will assist the user in finding the correct values to input. Note here
for this section and future sections to use the correct number of *. Additionally, do not leave blank
lines in the text file. Use ** to indicate a break if necessary. Lastly, note that font case does not
matter within the text file.
Since section properties were not assigned for the powders within Abaqus, this will be done
now. Before *End Part for the metal pile, there will be an *Elset section with three numbers
separated by commas and a *Nset section with three other numbers. Between *Elset/*Nset and
*End Part, insert these nine lines:
---------------------------------------*Nset, nset=DEM1, generate
1, 15060, 1
*Elset, elset=DEM1, generate
1, 13090, 1
** Section: Section-3
*discrete section, elset=dem1,shape=sphere, density=100000, orientation=Ori, alpha=20000
0.000325
*discrete elasticity
7000000000,0.3

---------------------------------------In the first four lines, an element set and node set of the particles are generated and named
DEM1. For the three numbers below the *Elset and *Nset lines, copy the three numbers directly
from the lines above in the lines generating the *Elset and *Nset for the Metal Pile.
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In the fifth line, dictate a section and section number. Sections created in Abaqus are automatically
given sections names in the form of Section-#. Ensure that the section number assigned here is not
already in use.
In the sixth line, a discrete section is declared in *discrete section. Elset=dem1 indicates
that dem1 will make up the discrete section. Next, shape=sphere is assigning the particle shape
followed by the density of the particles. Set orientation=Ori and assign an alpha (damping) value.
In the seventh line, provide the radius of the particle. This number should be equal to or
less than half the mesh size assigned in Abaqus. Enter only a singular number on this line.
The eighth line declares some discrete material properties using *discrete elasticity
In the ninth line, provide the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as two numbers
separated by a comma.

Figure 73. Input file edit and edit placement to declare a discrete section.

Next, find the *Assembly section in the .inp file. Ensure that the two contact surfaces
created in Abaqus are listed. The exact text order varies from model to model and may not look
exactly like the example shown below, but there should be two lines that read *Surface,
type=ELEMENT, name=MASTER1 and MASTER2.
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a) Find the Assembly section quickly by
searching **Assembly

b) Locate the two element master surfaces
created in Abaqus.

Figure 57. Steps to locate two surfaces created in Abaqus.

Before *End Assembly, create a surface for each particle. Insert the following eight lines. This
creates a surface set with the name DEM1. Instead of 1, 15060, 1 and 1, 13090, 1 use the *elset and
*nset numbers from the end of the Metal Pile section. Take care in spelling everything correctly in
this section. Failure to do so will cause multiple errors later in the process.
---------------------------------------*Nset, nset="Metal Pile", instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
1, 15060, 1
*Elset, elset="Metal Pile", instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
1, 13090, 1
*Elset, elset=_DEM1_, internal, instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
1, 13090, 1
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=DEM1
_DEM1_,
----------------------------------------
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Figure 58. Input file edit and edit placement to generate a surface set for the particles.

Next, find the **Step section. This is where all step data can be found. If more than one step was
created in Abaqus, there will be multiple entries. The default step data will be dynamic and explicit
but needs to be changed to have direct user control. Swap out the three step data lines to read:
---------------------------------------*Step, name="Spreader Moving", nlgeom=YES
*Dynamic, Explicit, direct user control
5e-06, 30.
----------------------------------------

The last line is a manually input time increment and total step time written as two numbers
separated by a comma and ending in a period.

a) Before editing step parameters

b) After editing step parameters

Figure 59. Input file edit and edit placement to create a direct user controlled step.
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The last edit for the input file is the addition of contact parameters. The following lines will need
to be input for each step, at the end of the step and before **Boundary Conditions.
---------------------------------------*Contact
*Contact controls assignment, rotational terms=STRUCTURAL
*Contact Inclusions
DEM1,DEM1
DEM1, Master2
DEM1, Master1
*Contact Property Assignment
DEM1,DEM1,P11
DEM1,Master2,P12
DEM1,Master1,P12
----------------------------------------

Under *Contact Inclusions, include each pair of interacting surfaces. For this example,
DEM1,DEM1 are the particle-to-particle interactions and DEM1,Master1 and DEM1,Master2 are
particle-to-boundary interactions. Under *Contact Property Assignment, list each interacting pair
along with its associated interaction property each separated by a comma. Recall P11 was created
for particle-to-particle interactions and P12 for particle-to-boundary interactions.

Figure 60. Input file edit and edit placement to declare
contact inclusions and contact property assignments.

Once all edits are complete, save as a different input file using the same steps as previous steps. In
this example, the new input file is called ExampleJob3.inp.
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Figure 61. Steps to create new input file, ExampleJob3.inp

Finally, load the input file into Abaqus. The model should look exactly like it did before the second
input file was generated. In the output section, there should not be any warnings and errors aside
from those shown in the figure below. The output should indicate that all parts have been created
as well as interaction properties. If there are warnings that certain element sets, parts, or surfaces
cannot be found, there has been an error made in the input file.

Figure 62. Output for a successful model input.
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MODEL EDITING AND EXECUTION
Now that all the particles, surfaces, step definitions, and contact properties have been
successfully created, loads and boundary conditions will be added, and final file edits need to be
made before the job is ready to be executed.
First, create all boundary conditions. For this example, the build plate is restrained to no
displacement, the spreader has a constant velocity in the x direction, and the particles are not
allowed to rotate about the z axis. When applying boundary conditions and loads to the pile, ensure
that all the particles are selected. The entire particle set can be selected from the ‘sets’ button where
the created DEM1 or Metal Pile-1 set will appear. Any set that refers to the metal particles can be
used if the type is ‘Node and Element.’

a) [Loads→New Load]

b) Check that the boundary condition is applied
to the correct sets by checking the highlight
section.

Figure 63. Steps to generate boundary conditions on correct set

Next, apply any loads desired. For this example, gravitational acceleration is the only external load
applied. When applying the load, take care to explicitly select the particle set to apply the load. The
default to apply the load to the whole model often does not include the particle set.
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Figure 64. Steps to generate loads

Next, ensure there is only one interaction property. If there are more than one, delete all except for
‘general_contact.’

Figure 65. Verify there is only one interaction in the model.

Under Interaction Properties, sometimes an all uppercase property named ‘DEFAULT’ will appear
after inputting the .inp file. Verify that the property is empty by double clicking on it and delete it.
However, do not delete the all lowercase property named ‘default.’
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[Interaction Properties→Delete DEFAULT]
Figure 66. Verify interaction property ‘DEFAULT’ has been deleted.

The last edits that need to be made are the keywords for the input file. Abaqus does not recognize
some of the edits made in the input file since they were not created within the user interface. Editing
keywords will allow Abaqus to read the full input file. Using the Edit Keywords function, select
the name of the input file.
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[Model→Edit Keywords→Select Model]
Figure 67. Steps to edit keywords for the input file

The first edit that needs to be made are the section properties for the powder pile. After the *Elset
line under the ‘Metal Pile’ part, click the ‘Add After’ button, and copy and paste these five lines
from the input file. The numerical values listed here are the ones used for the simulation. This is
useful if certain parameters need to be changed; they can be changed here and override the values
in the .inp file.
---------------------------------------** Section: Section-3
*discrete section, elset=dem1, shape=sphere, density=.000007780, orientation=Ori, alpha=50000
0.0001875
*discrete elasticity
7000000000,0.3
----------------------------------------
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Figure 68. Edit Keywords with the addition of section properties for the metal pile.

The second keyword edits are the contact parameters. Once again, copy the section of text from the
.inp file and paste between *Bulk Viscosity and **Boundary Conditions for each **Step.
---------------------------------------*Contact
*Contact controls assignment, rotational terms=STRUCTURAL
*Contact Inclusions
DEM1,DEM1
DEM1, Master2
DEM1, Master1
*Contact Property Assignment
DEM1,DEM1,P11
DEM1,Master2,P12
DEM1,Master1,P12
----------------------------------------
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Figure 69. Edit Keywords with the addition of contact properties for each step.

Once keyword edits are complete, the final job is ready to be created and executed. Create a job
based on the edited model. Double precision is recommended for simulation accuracy but
significantly increases calculation time. Do not make modifications to the parallelization tab as
parallel computation is not supported for PD3D elements.

a) Create the third and final job

b) Use Double precision as recommended by
Abaqus for DEM models.

Figure 70. Create last job and edit precision settings.

Finally, submit the job. The job will be successfully running if there are no error warnings in the
text output window. Congrats!
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a) [Select job→Submit]

b) Successful job submission text output

Figure 71. Steps to submit job and successful job submission.
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COMMON ERRORS AND SOLUTIONS
Below are a list of common errors encountered while creating a DEM simulation. While
this is not an exhaustive list, these errors appear often and solutions are not readily available online.
Particles ‘Explode’
Problem: In this error, the simulation submits and begins running without problems; however, upon
viewing results, particles appear to explode and defy gravity as seen below.

Solution: This error is most likely a result of particles interacting in a manner that is not defined
for the interaction properties. Ex. Two nodes are intersecting at time =0s with a ‘hard contact’
applied for P11 normal interactions. For ‘hard contact,’ particles are not allowed to intersect. As a
result, they are pushed away from one another.
Try one or a combination of the following suggestions: verify gravitational acceleration is
of the correct magnitude and direction (+/-), decrease particle size to eliminate intersecting
particles, remesh part for better initial node placement, increase density of particles, increase
damping factor, edit contact properties. Edits for the later three can be done directly in the Edit
Keywords section and will override values in the .inp file.
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If none of the above options fixes the problem, try decreasing mesh size on the build plate. Too
large of mesh size can interfere with solution quality and cause unexpected particle behaviors,
especially if there are features added to the build plate (the build plate is not completely flat.
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Missing Elset or Surface
Problem: All the parts (element sets and/or surfaces) are not generating when opening a .inp file.
The output may look something like this.

Solution: First, determine which parts/surfaces are the source of the error. Successfully imported
parts and interaction properties are listed and are not the problem. In the above error, line 5 reads:
“Warning: The Element id/set is currently required to define a surface. The surface "DEM1" will
not be created.” All the following errors are a consequence of surface DEM1 not being created
correctly.
Recall DEM1 was created in the assembly section of the input file. Verify the following things:
1. A set was created within Abaqus for the metal pile part. This example used “Metal Pile
Set”
2. These lines are written/automatically generated directly after nodal information in
*Element, type=PD3D and before *end part for the metal pile. Copy the “Metal Pile Set”
and paste for the corresponding *Nset and *Elset for DEM1.
*Nset, nset=DEM1, generate
1, 15450,

1

*Elset, elset=DEM1, generate
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1, 13454,

1

*Nset, nset="Metal Pile Set", generate
1, 15450,

1

*Elset, elset="Metal Pile Set", generate
1, 13454,

1

3. These 6 lines are written somewhere in the assembly section between *End Instance and
*End Assembly and correct punctuation and spelling are used. Ensure the correct 3
numbers are used as well.
*Nset, nset="Metal Pile", instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
1, 15450,

1

*Elset, elset="Metal Pile", instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
1, 13454,

1

*Elset, elset=_DEM1_, internal, instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
1, 13454,

1

4. Ensure *nset and *elset data are correct. This can be verified by generating a different .inp
file from the same model.
Note: this error was created by omitting the “_” after DEM1 in
*Elset, elset=_DEM1_, internal, instance="Metal Pile-1", generate
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Unable to convert to PD3D
Problem: In this error, C3D8R type elements are not converting to PD3D nodal elements.
Solution: First, determine if the root cause of the problem is with the conversion or if the conversion
was successful but nodes are not displaying on the model.
To check for the latter option, highlight the region where the nodes are supposed to be. If
the nodes become visible, the conversion was successful but there are display issues. Display issues
will not affect the simulation so progress through all the steps and the elements will appear in the
simulation output.
If the problem is in PD3D conversion, ensure the element types are spelled correctly in the
.inp file and the initial part is made of C3D8R elements. If checking the second .inp file and do not
see the 8 columns of C3D8R data converted to only 2 columns of PD3D data, save the model, close
the program, reopen, create a different .inp file and reattempt the conversion.

Extremely Long Runtime
Problem: Simulation time is too long.
Solution: Assuming computer power is not the issue, the following tips will yield significantly
faster solve times, but verify that the following changes do not negatively affect the solution.
•

Reduce number of particles and/or elements for non-critical geometry.

•

For normal interactions, use ‘hard’ contact.

•

For tangential interactions, do not specify a shear stress limit, use frictionless or penalty if
possible.

•

Decrease damping value in Edit Keywords

•

Use single accuracy instead of double
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HELPFUL HINTS
1. Save often. Spontaneous crashes are not rare.
2. If struggling to adapt to Abaqus view manipulation, there is a way to convert controls to
match common modelling software such as SolidWorks. [Tools→Options→ View
Manipulation]

3. Ensure there is enough space in the work directory before starting a long job. While a
simulation is running, the program is continuously writing and updating result and output
files. If the folder runs out of space, the program will abort and crash.
4. If for any reason the computer crashes without the model saving and the model says it is
running when the model is reopened but the monitor tab is not updating, the model may
indeed still be solving. Verify by checking the simulation output. The model will continue
to solve if not aborted.
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APPENDIX B: SIMULATION SET #1 RESULTS
Side view of powder spreading simulation with various particle-boundary friction factors
FLAT BUILD PLATE
Time = 0.33s-1s, P11 µ=0.01, Row 1: P12 µ=0.01, Row 2: P12 µ=0.1, Row 3: P12 µ=0.2, Row
4: P12 µ=0.3, Row 5: P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 1.33s-2s, P11 µ=0.01, Row 1: P12 µ=0.01, Row 2: P12 µ=0.1, Row 3: P12 µ=0.2, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.3, Row 5: P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 2.33s-3s, P11 µ=0.01, Row 1: P12 µ=0.01, Row 2: P12 µ=0.1, Row 3: P12 µ=0.2, Row
4: P12 µ=0.3, Row 5: P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 3.33s-4s, P11 µ=0.01, Row 1: P12 µ=0.01, Row 2: P12 µ=0.1, Row 3: P12 µ=0.2, Row
4: P12 µ=0.3, Row 5: P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 4.33s-5s, P11 µ=0.01, Row 1: P12 µ=0.01, Row 2: P12 µ=0.1, Row 3: P12 µ=0.2, Row
4: P12 µ=0.3, Row 5: P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 5.33s-6s, P11 µ=0.01, Row 1: P12 µ=0.01, Row 2: P12 µ=0.1, Row 3: P12 µ=0.2, Row
4: P12 µ=0.3, Row 5: P12 µ=0.4
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BUILD PLATE WITH FEATURE
Time = 0.33s-1s, P11 µ=0.01 Row 1: P12 µ=0.1, Row 2: P12 µ=0.2, Row 3: P12 µ=0.3, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 1.33s-2s, P11 µ=0.01 Row 1: P12 µ=0.1, Row 2: P12 µ=0.2, Row 3: P12 µ=0.3, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 2.33s-3s, P11 µ=0.01 Row 1: P12 µ=0.1, Row 2: P12 µ=0.2, Row 3: P12 µ=0.3, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 3.33s-4s, P11 µ=0.01 Row 1: P12 µ=0.1, Row 2: P12 µ=0.2, Row 3: P12 µ=0.3, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 4.33s-5s, P11 µ=0.01 Row 1: P12 µ=0.1, Row 2: P12 µ=0.2, Row 3: P12 µ=0.3, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.4
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Time = 5.33s-6s, P11 µ=0.01 Row 1: P12 µ=0.1, Row 2: P12 µ=0.2, Row 3: P12 µ=0.3, Row 4:
P12 µ=0.4
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APPENDIX C: SIMULATION SET #2 RESULTS
These tables show the bottom layer for powder spreading behavior. Each image is taken 0.01
second apart.
Spreading over flat plate
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Spreading over single feature
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Spreading over split feature
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